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Barron's Real Estate Licensing
Exams, 9th Edition

This study guide and test preparation manual has been updated to provide the latest information in
real estate finance, federal law and regulation, and appraisal license requirements. Explains all
aspects of real estate law and finance, including contracts, deeds, appraisals, brokerage, leasing,
mortgages, federal regulation of Fair Housing, Truth-in-Lending, and environmental matters
Presents more than 1,700 practice questions similar to those found on licensing exams, including
10 model tests All questions answered and explained The authors, who are experienced brokers
and teachers, have included an extensive glossary of real estate terms that include practical
examples.
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i recently took a real estate course and the textbook required for the course was ok but i did not feel
prepared enough to take the exam. i decided to check .com for a book on real estate that was
easier to understand and include a more detailed glossary. i chose the barron's edition and it is
written with principles applicable toany state, includes an excellent glossary and is way easier to
understand. for my money, barron's was an excellentchoice. maybe some day barron's will publish
an edition specific to each individual state.

I took this out from the library, glad I did. I've already gone through a few other study books for the

salesperson exam for real estate and I also double check facts. I've only read half of this book so
far, and I've done all the chapter quizes up till chapter 11.I really like the length of the end of chapter
quizes- though sometimes the questions WEREN'T covered in that chapter. Even stranger than that
is when the questions sometimes are about things that are far, far from the chapter content.
Random things, like lead paint questions in the deed chapter and support beam questions under
leases.I've noticed sometimes that information is WRONG. That's just scary. Example, a net lease.
Per chapter 10 that would have the tenant paying insurance- but that's not correct. There were a
few other things that were wrong, too.I also like how the definitions are in front of the book for easy
access.Take this with a grain of salt.

Excellent resource for studing for the broker's exam.The book is clear and has many practice
questions/exams to help gauge your progress in understanding the material.

very thorough and complete review. will be keeping this one my shelf long after i begin investing.
better than the orginal textbook i used to get my license. only weak point was the math chapter, still
5 stars. id def buy this again, esp for 13 bucks

So far this has been a good buy. I'm currently studying for the exam and though there is a lot of text
to go through, the study questions at the end of the chapters do help. I mainly use it for that
purpose. I have noticed a few typos and the print is pretty small for my taste, but other than that, it
has been pretty good. I still recommend using other texts and prep exams online and, of course,
your study notes. Good luck!

Though the item was not for me it got very high remarks. Very satisfied. Barron's is a standard. Only
tip I checked on was publication date as this seemed important with all the legal changes.

Barron's Real Estate Exams 9th Ed., met my expectations, and more. It is precise, and full of hints
on how to study for, and pass the California Real Estate Exam.

This book was not accurate to the California real estate salesperson exam. I read it cover to cover
and created 1600 flash cards and virtually none of it applied aside from a couple definitions such as
littoral rights. Well organized and I learned a lot, but this book was not the reason I passed. 2 stars
for lack of exam material coverage.
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